Applicant Information Pack
Director of Mathematics
(Member of extended SLT)
Start Date: September 2020

Closing Date: 9:00am Monday 20th April 2020
Interview Date: w/c 27th April 2020

Dear Candidate
Thank you for taking the time to view this application pack. This is a unique opportunity for the right candidate to join an energetic,
creative and forward thinking Maths department at a brand new school with big ambitions.
Kingsbury Green Academy, which is part of the successful Royal Wootton Bassett Academy Trust, opened its doors for the first time on
the 5th of September 2019. Formerly The John Bentley School, the decision was taken by the Principal, Chief Executive Officer and
Board of Governors to completely reimagine and redefine the identity of the school. This change of identity encompasses all elements
of school life and means that Kingsbury Green Academy is closely aligned with the vision and values of the Royal Wootton Bassett Academy Trust.
This exciting prospect will attract exactly the kind of candidate we are looking for at Kingsbury Green Academy. Candidates interested
in joining a school and maintaining the status quo need not apply! Instead, we want to hear from colleagues with fresh ideas who are
prepared to work tirelessly alongside the Maths Department. In particular, we want to hear from colleagues who share the following
vision and values:
Vision and Values
Kingsbury Green Academy will deliver a rich and diverse curriculum, taught by knowledgeable inspirational teachers, which engages
learners so that they make outstanding progress, regardless of their starting points.
Every member of Kingsbury Green Academy will achieve excellence together through:


Challenging ourselves to seize every opportunity to grow and develop



Removing social, economic and academic barriers to enable students to realise their potential



Recognising that success is as a result of hard work and perseverance



Encouraging every individual to be bold, courageous and aspirational



Creating a culture where individuals respect one another and are proud of themselves, their school and the wider community

As Principal of Kingsbury Green Academy, I can promise you the support of a small and caring senior team. I can promise you a first
class setting in which to work with some of the most amazing young people you are ever likely to meet, and I can promise that you will
work with the most committed team of professionals I have ever had the privilege of working with.
I look forward to reading your applications.
Yours sincerely

Jason Tudor
Principal

Director of Mathematics

(Member of the extended SLT)

Leadership Scale points 5-9 (currently £45,319 - £50,026)
Recruitment and Retention available for the right candidate (£4000 over 2 years)
Full Time and Permanent
Appointment Date: September 2020
Are you an inspirational teacher of Maths interested in leading a high performing Mathematics team? If so then read on as
this opportunity will interest you.
We are looking to appoint a Director of Mathematics who has excellent leadership and management skills, who has a passion for
teaching and learning and is an excellent practitioner committed to raising achievement for young people. This is an opportunity to
join a dynamic and flexible team committed to enabling our students to achieve more than they ever thought possible. We are
looking for a colleague who can contribute to ensuring excellent standards in all areas of school life and can form high quality
relationships for learning with all staff and students.
We are looking to appoint a Director of Mathematics who will:









Be an outstanding teacher
Contribute positively to the Senior Leadership Team
Have a sophisticated understanding of inclusive practice and provision for raising levels of achievement for all students and
groups of students
Promote the continuity and progression for the learning of all students
Have very high expectations of all students at all times
Ensure Mathematics reflects the school’s ethos and aims
Contribute to the direction of the wider school curriculum
Be a positive team player with a strong commitment to professional development

The professional development of all our staff is very important to us and the successful candidate will join an induction and
professional development programme that benefits from the full range of training offered by the outstanding Royal Wootton Bassett
Academy Trust.
The Kingsbury Green Academy Mathematics Department has a history of success and the capacity to further improve. We are
continually raising standards to produce the highest levels of student achievement.
For further information and an application form, please visit the vacancies section of our website and download the recruitment pack
- www.kingsburygreenacademy.com. For any other queries, please phone the school reception on 01249 818100 or email HR
on dtillyer@kingsburygreeenacademy.com

We welcome visits to the school for prospective candidates. Please contact the school office on 01249 818100 to arrange your visit.
Closing date for receipt of applications: 9:00am – Monday 20th April 2020
Interview Date: Week commencing 27th April 2020
We look forward to receiving your application should you be interested. If you have not heard from us by the interview date, you
may assume that your application has been unsuccessful on this occasion. Unfortunately, we are unable to offer feedback on individual applications that are not shortlisted for interview.
This School is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and young people and expects all staff and volunteers to share
this commitment. Successful applicants will need to undertake an enhanced DBS disclosure.

KINGSBURY GREEN MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
Kingsbury Green Academy is a great place to teach Mathematics. We are continually raising standards to produce the
highest levels of student achievement.
Mathematics Team (2019-20):
Director of Mathematics
KS5 Teaching and Learning Coordinator
KS4 Teaching and Learning Coordinator
KS3 Teaching and Learning Coordinator
4 Teachers of Mathematics
1 Specialist Teaching Assistant
Our results have traditionally been strong and we are consistently one of the highest performing departments in the
school. Every member of the department has their own teaching room, complete with SMARTBoard, and all Maths
classrooms are located along one corridor to enhance support and communication. In short, we are an open and
friendly team who regularly share resources, ideas and cake!
Our recent GCSE results are below, but we are equally pleased with the progress that all our students are making
across year 7-13. We are currently running A-level Maths, A-Level Further Maths and Core Maths in both Y12 and Y13
as well as offering Level 2 Further Maths to our most able Y11 students. We are proud that close to 50% of the current
sixth form have chosen to study some form of mathematics with us.
GCSE 2017-2019
2017

2018

2019

Grade 4-9

63%

73%

71% (National average = 71%)

Grade 5-9

43%

59%

49% (National average = 50%)

Director of Mathematics Job Description

Purpose:




















Build and sustain a cohesive department that achieves at the highest level on every measure
Be accountable for student achievement and progress in Mathematics
Lead and manage an exciting and engaging Mathematics curriculum at KS3, 4 and 5 leading to
high levels of student achievement and progress
Have specific responsibility for the delivery of, and outcomes in Mathematics
Be accountable for leading, managing and developing consistently good and outstanding
teaching and learning in Mathematics
Hold post holders tightly to account for their areas of responsibility and student outcomes,
modelling this through outstanding leadership of Mathematics
Hold teachers, and all staff, tightly to account for all aspects of their professional
responsibilities and outcomes
Secure continuous improvement and development in every area of Mathematics including
Teaching and Learning, raising standards and producing the highest levels of student
achievement to ensure student targets are met or exceeded
Continuously raise standards of student attainment through a rigorous schedule of assessment,
tracking and intervention so that underachievement is identified early and redressed through
precise, effective intervention
Develop a sophisticated and forensic understanding of 4matrix, Oxford Analytics and ASP to
evaluative data to improve the achievement and progress of Mathematics students
Effectively lead, manage and deploy teaching and support staff within Mathematics to ensure
the highest student outcomes
Be responsible for ensuring that budgets and resources are cost effective, well managed and
deployed to maximise student outcomes
Develop core provision for Mathematics at all Key Stages
Contribute to, and drive forward, the school’s vision, values, aims and policies as a Middle
Leader and ensure that they are translated into action across the department and the school
Work with Primary Schools and Key Stage 2 teachers to ensure embedded transition from Key
Stage 2 to 3 including regular visits, activities and links with Primary staff
Ensure that, through the work and activities of the Mathematics Department, Kingsbury Green
Academy becomes the first choice for its partner primary schools
Ensure that Mathematics has a demonstrable impact in terms of attainment, participation,

Reporting to:

Senior Leadership Team (SLT)

Responsible for:

Mathematics Post Holders:

Liaising with:



Teaching and Learning Coordinators for Maths for KS3, KS4 and KS5



Teaching staff



Other Mathematics Curriculum personnel

SLT, Heads of Key Stage, other Curriculum Leaders, Learning Support, Parents/Carers

Principal (Core) Responsibilities

Operational/
Strategic








Model excellence in day-to-day management and leadership of Teaching and Learning and
Behaviour for Learning in Mathematics
Working with SLT, establish and implement a strategic vision for Mathematics
Lead the preparation for and implementation of actions from the Progress Review Meeting,
Department Development plan and other School Self Evaluation processes, ensuring that they
result in demonstrable improvements in the outcomes of all students and groups of students in
Mathematics
Lead the development of high quality, learning-centred policies, practices and detailed
Mathematics Schemes of Learning which:







Ensure continuity and progression for the learning of all students
Actively plan for all student groups (e.g. Higher Prior Attaining (HPA), SEND, Boys/Girls,
Pupil Premium students etc)
Meet the requirements of the National Curriculum and all examination specifications
Ensure rigorous methods of assessment with a clear schedule of tracking and
Intervention so that underachievement is identified early and redressed through precise,
effective intervention
Specify clear expectations regarding formative feedback and marking that are quality
assessed with regularity through developmental department meetings, work scrutiny,
learning walks and regular standardisation and/or moderation at all Key Stages

Day-to-Day:







Teaching,
Learning and
Curriculum:

Hold regular developmental team meetings, focused on raising achievement and
progress, with action minutes
Contribute to the direction of the wider school curriculum as part of the Middle
Leadership Team
Engage in, and encourage, innovation in professional learning
Liaise effectively with Teaching Assistants to ensure high quality support for SEND
students
Implement and operate the school’s Health and Safety policy




Work with SLT and Middle Leaders to ensure Mathematics reflects the school’s ethos and aims
Promote independent learning so that it is used effectively to enhance student learning in
Mathematics



Work with SLT and the Middle Leader Team to ensure the delivery of an appropriate, inclusive,
high quality, innovative Mathematics curriculum that is in line with the school plan and
professional learning needs
Liaise with Heads of Key Stage to ensure a coordinated approach to learning support for each
student in Mathematics
Constantly explore improvement, innovation and personalisation in Mathematics
Keep up-to-date with national and research-based developments in Teaching and Learning and
adopt innovations within the Mathematics Department to improve student outcomes
Explicitly develop literacy and other key skills in Mathematics and across the school
Work with partner primary schools to promote the school and ensure continuity of learning as
part of an effective transition from KS2 to 3
Ensure that through learning activities, extra-curricular activities and visits, students from
Partner Primary schools are actively engaged in learning at Kingsbury Green Academy








Staff















Lead, coach and mentor Post Holders, holding them to account for their professional
practice both in the classroom and for student outcomes (in line with expectations set out in
the National Standards for Teachers)
Set the highest expectations for staff and students, in the context of school policies, and
support them in achieving high standards in relation to working practices and relationships
with students and staff, including the management of Behaviour for Learning
Identify and respond to the professional learning needs of staff utilising expertise and
provision in liaison with the Deputy Head teacher (Teaching and Learning)
Provide induction, support and training for new teachers, trainee teachers and associate
staff in Mathematics
Ensure that the Mathematics Team offers an effective first line of support for staff in
student behaviour matters that is in line with whole school Behaviour for Learning policy and
guidance
Undertake Appraisal, acting as a reviewer for staff in Mathematics and ensuring challenging
(SMART) targets are set
Contribute to the assessment of teachers’ pedagogical and leadership skills based on sound
evidence for their Continuing Professional Development and in support of assessments such
as UPS progression
Participate in the recruitment and selection of Mathematics teachers, and other
Mathematics staff, as appropriate
Act as a positive role model for students and staff on a day-to-day basis

School Self
Evaluation



Play a full role in all phases of any relevant School Self Evaluation processes, including the
implementation of actions to bring about school improvement

Communications




Ensure effective collaboration with staff, parents/carers and students
Liaise and work with partner schools, HEIs, Examination Boards and other relevant external
agencies in the pursuit of continued improvement in Mathematics
Excite and engage visitors about Mathematics and the school at Open Evenings and all other
events



Resources




Set priorities for expenditure and manage the Mathematics budget
Ensure the effective management of accommodation and learning resources including ICT,
and the deployment of Mathematics staff

Safeguarding



Work in line with statutory requirements, local and school policy and procedures to ensure
that students are safeguarded from harm.

Other Specific
Responsibilities



Comply with any reasonable request from SLT to undertake work of a similar level that is not
specified in this job description

Note: This job description may be changed, commensurate with the grade and job title, by the Principal in consultation with you to
reflect or anticipate changes in school priorities

ATTRIBUTES

ESSENTIAL

Personal




*You will be required to provide original certificates at Interview Stage.
















Competence



Knowledge
Abilities
Skills
Experience













Qualifications
and Training







Possesses a ‘can do’ attitude
Ability to be an innovative, independent and strategic
thinker
Creative and proactive in finding solutions
Flexible and adaptive to changing needs and priorities
Resilient, calm and tenacious under pressure
Passionate about inclusive practice and equality of opportunity
Relentless in finding ways to remove any barrier to success
Insightful, analytical and problem-solving skills
Excellent communication skills and evidence of being able
to build and sustain effective working relationships with
staff, students, governors, parents and the wider community
Commitment to the protection/safeguarding of all students
Self-reflective practitioner who always seeks to improve
Able to see the ‘big picture’ in relation to whole-school
priorities & improvement
A well reasoned educational philosophy in tune with the
school ethos
Willingness to contribute to the extra-curricular life of the
school
Sense of humour
Be an Outstanding Mathematics Teacher with evidence of
impact
Evidence of impact on student outcomes with a proven
track record of total commitment to helping every student
achieve their very best and make progress
Have the ability to inspire and enthuse staff and students
about Mathematics
Have very high expectations of the learning of all students
at all times
Excellent understanding of what constitutes excellence in
teaching and learning
Proven understanding and use of data to analyse patterns
in performance over time with intervention that raises
achievement for teams and individual students
Ability to lead colleagues effectively and hold staff to account
Highly self-motivated, able to energise and motivate others
Effective ICT skills
Ability to work strategically and operationally to tight
deadlines
Degree
Qualified Teacher Status (QTS)
Continued professional development in relevant areas
Significant experience of Mathematics teaching
Experience of leadership

DESIRABLE
Able to see the ‘big
picture’ in relation
to whole-school
priorities &
Improvement

EVIDENCE
Application
form
Letter
References
Lesson
Interview
Student
Panel

Experience of
leading significant
whole school
developments
with impact
Insightful
understanding of
national,
international and
research
developments

Application
form

Letter
References
Results
Certificates*
Interview
Student
Panel

Teaching
Experience in at
least two schools
Proven success at
Middle Leadership
level
Further relevant
professional
studies

Application
Form
Letter
References
Certificates*

The Application Process
If you have any questions regarding any aspect of the application process or need additional information please contact
Debbie Tillyer at dtillyer@kingsburygreenacademy.com
How to apply
Please visit our website at www.kingsburygreenacademy.com for further information and a Trust application form. Please
complete a letter of application, which should be returned with the application form.
It should include:


Experience, knowledge, skills and personal qualities which will equip you for this post

It is expected that applicants will make links between their experience and the details contained in the job description. Please
ensure that your letter of application does not exceed two sides of A4.
Our preferred method of application is by email vacancies@kingsburygreenacademy.com

It should be noted that it is a requirement of the Governors of Kingsbury Green Academy that candidates should, whenever
possible, name as referees current and former employers (via Heads or Principals where employment at educational institutions is
concerned).
If you have not heard from us by the interview date, you may assume that your application has been unsuccessful on this occasion.
Unfortunately, we are unable to offer feedback on individual applications that are not shortlisted for interview.
Important Dates
Closing date for receipt of applications: 9am – Monday 20th April 2020
Interview Date:
Week commencing 27th April 2020

Click here for Kingsbury Green Academy Website: www.kingsburygreenacademy.com

